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Objective of the Document

1 Objective of the Document
This document is intended to introduce you to the CALC4XL product cost calculation software. For this
purpose, we have prepared a sample calculation example including a step-by-step guide.
The calculation example "Injection Molded Part Calculation" describes the steps required to calculate
an injection molded part with the CALC4XL product cost calculation software. This sample calculation
and the instructions should enable you to use the CALC4XL product cost calculation software and to
make your first cost calculations.
Besides, this document contains instructions for connecting CALC4XL benchmark databases to your
CALC4XL system.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact info@calc4xl.com or make an appointment for
a web conference by phone. An experienced calculator will be happy to explain all the essential
CALC4XL modules in detail and discuss your specific application. This first introduction takes about 1.5
hours and is free of charge and without obligation.

2 General Information
The CALC4XL product cost calculation software provides various modules for the detailed calculation
of product costs of parts and assemblies. Which modules these are and how to use them is explained
in chapter 3 Calculation Example: Injection Molded Part "Easy-Button".

Introduction to the Product Cost Calculation with CALC4XL
Product costing is a business procedure that calculates the manufacturing costs and the prime costs
for a product. To calculate the product costs transparently, the cost data must be defined and documented. CALC4XL product costing is based on the following data:
•
•

Calculation framework
Cost Breakdown

•
•

Project specification
Part specification

cost and benchmark database
costing template according to the differentiated overhead
calculation
project-specific data
part-specific data

CALC4XL delivers the CALC4XL Product Cost Calculation Software with one installation package.
The installation package includes:
•
•
•
•
•

CALC4XL full version (CALC4XL Add-In incl. CALC4XL modules for cost calculation)
Cost Breakdown costing template
Detailed calculation for complex BOMs including supply chain management
CALC4XL benchmark database
Calculation example

Each CALC4XL calculation example contains practical data for the project and the part specification.
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CALC4XL Benchmark Database as a Calculation Framework
The calculation example: Injection molded part "Easy-Button" helps you to familiarize yourself with
the functions and options of the CALC4XL product cost calculation software.
If you want to familiarize yourself with the calculation example: Injection Molding "Easy-Button", make
sure that your CALC4XL system is connected to the default CALC4XL benchmark database.
In the following chapter 2.2.1 you will learn how to recognize whether your CALC4XL system is connected to a default benchmark database.
To connect your CALC4XL system to the default CALC4XL benchmark database, see section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Checking the CALC4XL Benchmark Database Connection
This chapter shows you how to determine whether your CALC4XL system is connected to the default
CALC4XL benchmark database.
Open Microsoft Excel and go to the CALC4XL tab (see number A in Figure 1). Open the menu item
"Database Actions" (see number 1 in Figure 1).
If your CALC4XL system is connected to a default CALC4XL benchmark database, the menu item "Connected DB:" contains the file location and file name of the connected default CALC4XL benchmark database (see number 2 in Figure 1).
(e.g. ...\CALC4XL_fullVersion_2019_10_27\database\calc_costingDB_2019_10_27.accdb)
The CALC4XL system also displays the entry "Change cost DB" in the menu item "Cost Calculation" (see
number 3 in Figure 1).

Figure 1: Notification – Connection of the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database
If your CALC4XL system is connected to a default CALC4XL benchmark database, go to section 2.3 Setting the CALC4XL Default Currency.
Go to section 2.2.2 and learn how to connect your CALC4XL system to the default CALC4XL benchmark
database.
If your system is not connected to a CALC4XL benchmark database, the menu item "Connected DB:"
contains the entry "!!! no DB !!!" (see number 2 in Figure 2). Besides, the menu item "Connect cost DB
on" is displayed (see number 3 in Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Notification – No Connection of the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database
See section 2.2.2 and learn how to connect your CALC4XL system to the default CALC4XL benchmark
database.

2.2.2 Connecting the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database
The delivered installation package contains the CALC4XL benchmark database in the current version.
You can find this in the database directory (for example ...\calc4xl_fullVersion_2019_09_27\database).
To connect the CALC4XL benchmark database to the CALC4XL system, the database must first be stored
in any folder in the file directory. Make sure that you have read AND write access to the folder where
the CALC4XL benchmark database is stored.
Open Microsoft Excel and start with an "empty workbook". Go to the CALC4XL re-tab (number A in
Figure 3). Select your language, if this has not been done automatically (number B in Figure 3).
Follow steps 1 - 5 in Figure 3 to connect to the CALC4XL benchmark database.

Figure 3: Steps for connecting the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database
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Finally, you will receive a message which you confirm with "OK" (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Message – Connection Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database

Setting the CALC4XL Default Currency
If the CALC4XL benchmark database is connected, set the CALC4XL default currency. This automatically
displays the CALC4XL costing templates and benchmark data in your currency.
Click next to the "Currency" menu item

(see step 1 of Figure 5).

The CALC4XL system opens the currency converter in a pop-up window. Select the desired default
currency from the drop-down list (see step 2 of Figure 5).
You also have the option of viewing the exchange rates stored in the CALC4XL benchmark database
individually and overwriting them as needed. Please read chapter 5.1.2 Currency Converter.
Press "OK" to confirm your selection and complete the editing of the currency table.

Figure 5: Setting CALC4XL Default Currency
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3 Calculation Example: Injection Molded Part "Easy-Button"
Calculation Framework – CALC4XL Benchmark Database
For the calculation example: Injection molded part "Easy-Button" please use the default CALC4XL
benchmark database delivered with the installation package.
If you use the calculation example: Injection Molded Part "Easy-Button" for the first time, please start
your Microsoft Excel system and open an "empty workbook". Then connect your CALC4XL system to
the default CALC4XL benchmark database (see Chapter 2.2).

Cost Breakdown – CALC4XL Example of Use
The CALC4XL application example is part of the installation package and contains a sample Cost Breakdown.
Select the "CALC4XL Application Example - Cost Breakdown (CBD).xlsm" Cost Breakdown template
from the "File Module" menu item in the "Templates" menu and click on it.

Figure 6: CALC4XL Calculation Template – CALC4XL Example of Use Cost Breakdown
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Project Specification
The CALC4XL system opens the Cost Breakdown template "CALC4XL Example of Use Example - Cost
Breakdown (CBD).xlsm" and simultaneously opens the input mask of the CALC4XL Project Specification
module.

Figure 7: Input mask module "Project Specification"
In the input mask of the CALC4XL Project Specification module you enter the project-specific data of
the part/assembly.
Proceed as follows for this example:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Fill in the general data (e.g. product name, customer, contact person, etc.)
▪ Product
Easy-Button
▪ Article Code
111 222 11 12
▪ Customer
Mustermann
Enter data for “CALCULATION PREMISES” in the corresponding fields.
▪ Parts per year
120000
▪ Lifetime
6,5 years
Select the required data in the "INPUT FOR OVERHEAD COSTS" area (see yellow marked fields
in Figure 7).
▪ Country
Germany - Hamburg
▪ Industry
Plastics Industry
▪ Product
Injection molded part and assembly
▪ Company size
50 Mio. € < medium < 200 Mio. €
The system determines the "OVERHEAD COSTS" for the data entered and displays them.
If necessary, the "OVERHEAD FACTORS " can be changed or adjusted.
▪ Research and Development
0%
In the example, the Research and Development costs have been adjusted to 0% because the
supplier delivers the drawing parts without development costs (see field marked green in Figure 8).
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•
•
•

Now check the "WORK SYSTEM" and change the values if necessary. The system automatically
calculates the "Gross working hours per year".
You can insert a picture.
Also, the system offers the possibility to enter "NOTES" in the free text field.

Figure 8: Input mask module "Project Specification" – Example data

 Note: The CALC4XL database values for production overhead refer to the direct labor costs.
To transfer the project specification data to the Cost Breakdown (CBD), proceed as follows:
• Press the "OK" button in the "Project Specifications" input mask and thus confirm the entered project specification.
• The system opens a login window for personalizing the Cost Breakdown.
• Please assign a password for the administrator of this calculation file. Enter the password
again in the next field and confirm your entry with "OK".
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Figure 9: Calculation data – Password protection

 Note: If you do not want to assign a password, leave the fields for password entry empty and press
the "OK" button.
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Calculation via CALC4XL Cost Breakdown Template
3.4.1 Part Specification and Data Transfer to the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown Template
After confirming all entries, the CALC4XL system automatically transfers the project specification data
to the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown. This system behavior applies to the fields in the "Project specification" input mask that is linked to an Excel cell in the Cost Breakdown (CBD).

Figure 10: Project specification data transferred to the Cost Breakdown
Please refer to the description of the system function "Connect Excel cells" in chapter 5.2.2 on how to
connect fields of the project specification with Excel cells of a cost breakdown.
Figure 11 shows an overview of the structure of the CALC4XL sample cost breakdowns.
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Figure 11: Overview of CALC4XL Cost Breakdown Template
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If you want to upload more pictures, use the button "Insert Picture of Part". If the button is not visible,
move the picture that was taken from the project specification.
For notes and comments the field "additional information" is available.

3.4.2 Section 2.1 – Raw Material
With the integrated module CALC4XL material calculator you can calculate or manually enter raw material costs

3.4.2.1 Calculating Raw Material Costs
Go to "Section 2.1" and double-click on an empty cell in the "Material" column. The system opens the
input mask of the CALC4XL material calculator.
•

•

Select the desired data or enter the required values manually
▪ Description
Plastics dyed
▪ Material type
Plastics
▪ Category
Europe
▪ Name and number
PA66 (Type of Material)
▪ Price and source
[12.09.2019]
Enter the part specific values
▪ Refund
0,00 EUR/kg
▪ Net mass
0,03 kg/Stk
▪ Charge weight
0,03 kg/Stk

 Note: For plastics that are produced in the heating sprue, the values for net mass and charge weight
are usually identical. There are no losses through the sprue.

Figure 12: Calculating raw material costs
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Confirm your entries with "OK". The system automatically transfers the values determined from the
Modul CALC4XL material calculator to the Cost Breakdown (see Figure 13 and Figure 14).

Figure 13: Input mask for raw material costs

Figure 14: Calculated raw material costs
If a costing value must be edited to determine the raw material costs, double-click again on the desired
cell in the "Material" column. The CALC4XL system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL Material Calculator module with the stored values.

 Note: Use the arrow key (↓) to add more lines within this section.
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3.4.2.2 Determining Raw Material Costs via Manual Input
Go to "Section 2.1" and double-click on an empty cell in the "Material" column or double-click on the
cell to be changed in the "Material" column. The system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL material
calculator.
Click on the "Manual input" button (see Figure 15).

Figure 15: Calculating raw material costs manually
In the input mask of the CALC4XL material calculator you now can enter the raw material costs manually or overwrite existing values (see Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Calculating raw material costs manually
Confirm your entries with "OK". The system automatically transfers the determined values from the
module CALC4XL Material Calculator to the Cost Breakdown.

 Note: The "manual input" / "database material" button allows you to switch between the options
"calculate raw material costs" and "enter raw material costs manually" in the CALC4XL material calculator.

 Note: The integrated module CALC4XL Material Calculator offers you the possibility to create your
materials and insert them into your database (see Chapter 3.4.2.3).
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3.4.2.3 Adding Your Material
Go to "Section 2.1" and double-click on an empty cell in the "Material" column or double-click on the
cell to be changed in the "Material" cell. For a single creation of materials in the CALC4XL database you
can also click on "Material" in the CALC4XL menu and confirm with "No". The system opens the input
mask of the CALC4XL material calculator.
Click on the button "manual input" (see Figure 17).

Figure 17: Adding your material
In the input mask of the CALC4XL material calculator you now can enter the raw material costs manually and enter specific material data.
To add a manually entered "own material" to the CALC4XL benchmark database, select the button
"insert in DB" (see Figure 18).

 Note: In this way you store data and calculation knowledge of your company and suppliers. Together with the machines, you have created yourself (Chapter 3.4.5.7) and your calculation templates
(calculated default parts, precalculated assemblies, parameterized calculations; see Chapter 5.4), you
gradually build up a smart knowledge domain for you and your colleagues, accelerate your calculation
work and no longer lose knowledge once it has been generated.
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Figure 18: Adding your material to the CALC4XL Benchmark Database

3.4.3 Section 2.2 – Purchased Compon (& Outsourced Processes)
You enter the costs for purchased components and/or outsourced process costs manually directly in
the Cost Breakdown.
In the Freight Inbound (Frt In) field, you define how the inbound logistics costs have to be calculated
into the costs for purchased components and/or outsourced process costs by selecting the method
(Frt In [%], Frt In [/UoM]). You enter the value of the inbound shipment costs in the corresponding row
of this column.

Figure 19: Calculating purchased components and outsourced processes

 Note: Use the arrow key (↓) to add more lines within this section.
 Note: If you would like to integrate a customer-specific database of purchased components, please
contact us directly or contact us at info@calc4xl.com.
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3.4.4 Section 2.3 – Overheads for Material and Purchased Components
The overhead rate, which is applied to the calculated material costs, raw materials (section 2.1) and
purchased components (& outsourced processes) (section 2.2), was transferred from the project specifications to the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown.

Figure 20: Calculating overhead costs for material and purchased components
If you need to adjust this overhead rate, double-click on this value. The CALC4XL system opens the
"Project Specification" module. You now have the option of changing the cost rate under "OVERHEAD
COSTS - Material".
Complete the change by clicking on the "OK" button. The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the
changed overhead rate to Cost Breakdown.

3.4.5 Section 2.4 – Production
The system determines the direct production costs from the calculated and/or manually entered costs
that can be directly assigned to the process, such as labor costs for production (unit costs), machine
costs (machine hour rates, machine unit costs), etc.
In the following chapters 3.4.5.1 to 3.4.5.6 you will learn how the calculators for cycle times, machinehour rates and labor costs integrated into the CALC4XL system support you in determining the direct
manufacturing costs of production.

Figure 21: Input values for calculating the production costs
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3.4.5.1 Cycle Time
With the integrated module CALC4XL cycle time calculator you can calculate or manually enter the
cycle time.
Go to "Section 2.4" and double-click on an empty cell in the "Cycle time" cell (see Figure 21, point 1).
The system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL cycle time calculator.

Figure 22: Input mask "Cycle Time"
You can enter the cycle time directly in the "Cycle time" field. If you want to determine the cycle time
using the integrated CALC4XL cycle time calculator, first select the desired process logic in the "Logic"
field, which represents the calculation basis for the cycle time calculation.
Once you have made your selection, the CALC4XL system opens the cycle time calculation template
for the selected process logic.
•

To calculate the cycle time for an injection molded part, select
▪ Logic
C4LC4XL: Injection molding

The CALC4XL system opens the CALC4XL cycle time calculation template "Injection Molding".
•

Enter the required data in all white fields
▪ Process:
Injection molding (individual process name)
▪ Dimensions
▪ Max. Wall Thickness
2,5 mm
▪ Weight of Part
27 g
▪ Sprue Weight per Part
0g
▪ Projected Area
29 cm²
▪ Material
▪ Material Group
PA 6.
▪ Tool
▪ Cavity
1
▪ Number of Sliders
0
▪ Process Time
▪ Unloading per part
4s

The choice of material determines the cooling and holding pressure time. The graph in the window
area "Graph" (see Figure 23) shows the main process parameters.
0
Confirm your entries with "OK". The system automatically transfers the determined values from the
Modul CALC4XL cycle time calculator to the Cost Breakdown.
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If a costing value must be changed to determine the cycle time, double-click again on the desired cell
in the "Cycle Time" cell. The CALC4XL system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL cycle time calculator
module with the stored values.

Figure 23: Cycle time calculator module
The calculated values "Min. clamping force" and "Max. clamping force" indicates which clamping
forces can occur during the injection molding process. The maximum clamping force of an injection
molding machine must be greater than the maximum clamping force that occurs during the production
process.

 Note: The value "Max. clamping force" is required for machine selection when calculating the machine-hour rate

3.4.5.2 Machine-Hour Rate
With the integrated module CALC4XL machine-hour rate calculator you can calculate or manually enter
the machine hour rate.
Go to "Section 2.4" in the line in which you have already determined the "Cycle time". Double-click on
the empty cell in the "Machine" column (see Figure 21 point 2). The system opens the input mask of
the CALC4XL rate calculator.
•

To calculate the machine-hour rate, select in the "Machine selection" section
▪ Process group
Primary shaping (…)
▪ Machine group
Injection Molding
▪ Selection
Injection Molding Machine Arburg 270 A 25 Clamping force
250 kN
▪ (Max. Clamping force 203 kN/mm² - see CALC4XL cycle time calculator)
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•

Change the data as required and/or add accessories and consumables, e.g
▪ Investment
▪ Equipment
Handling
9000 EUR
▪ Variable values and net production area
▪ Productivity
92%

Confirm your entries with "OK". The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the calculated values
from the CALC4XL Machine-hour Rate Calculator module to the Cost Breakdown.
If you need to change a calculation value to determine the machine-hour rate, double-click again on
the desired cell in the "Machine" column. The CALC4XL system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL
Machine-hour Rate Calculator module with the stored values.

Figure 24: Machine-hour rate calculator
If you want to set or overwrite the machine-hour rate manually, proceed as follows.
Double-click on the desired cell in the "Machine" column. The system opens the input mask of the
CALC4XL machine hour rate calculator.
•
•
•

Select the button "set manually".
The system unlocks the "Machine-hr-rate " field for manual input.
Enter the value for the machine hour rate in the " Machine-hr-rate" field.

Confirm your entries with "OK". The system automatically transfers the manually entered value from
the CALC4XL Machine-hour Rate Calculator module to the Cost Breakdown.

 Note: The integrated CALC4XL Machine-hour Rate Calculator module offers you the option of calculating your machines and transferring them to the CALC4XL benchmark database (see Chapter
3.4.5.7).
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3.4.5.3 Operator – Skill
With the integrated module CALC4XL Wage Hourly Rate Calculator you can calculate or manually enter
the wage-hour rate depending on the skill of the operator.
Go to "Section 2.4" in the line where you have already determined the "Cycle time" and the "Machine
hour rate". Double-click on the empty cell in the "Operator" column (see Figure 21 point 3). The system
opens the input mask of the CALC4XL wage hourly rate calculator.
•
•

To calculate the hourly wage rate, select
▪ Skill
Skilled Worker
Change the data if necessary
▪ Shift bonus
0%
▪ Productivity
92 %

Confirm your entries with "OK". The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the calculated values
from the CALC4XL Wage Hourly Rate Calculator module to the Cost Breakdown.
If you want to change a costing value for determining the hourly wage rate, double-click again on the
desired cell in the "Operator" column. The CALC4XL system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL Wage
Hourly Rate Calculator module with the saved values.

Figure 25: Hourly wage rate calculator
If you want to set or overwrite the hourly wage rate manually, proceed as follows.
Double-click on the required cell in the "Operator" cell. The system opens the entry screen of the
CALC4XL wage hourly rate calculator.
•
•
•
•

Choose the "Set manually" button.
The system unlocks the "hourly rate" field for manual entry.
Enter the value for the hourly wage rate in the "Hourly rate" field.
Confirm your entries with "OK". The system automatically transfers the manually entered
value from the CALC4XL- Wage Hourly Rate Calculator module to the cost break-down.
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3.4.5.4 Number of Operators
To calculate the wage costs per cycle time, the number of operators must be specified.
The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown allows you to enter the number of operators depending on their skills
and the machines to be operated. This applies to both single machine operation and multi-machine
operation. For multi-machine operation, the number of machines to be operated is greater than the
number of operators.
Go to "Section 2.4" in the line in which you have already determined the "Labour costs", in the empty
cell in the column "No. of operators" (see Figure 21 point 4).
▪

Enter the value for the number of operators.
▪ No. of Operator
0,33

(1 Operator runs 3 machines)

Figure 26: Number of operators
The following table 1 clarifies the calculation of the value to be entered "No. of operators" with the
same skill.
No. of Machines

Operator total

No. of Operators

Explanation

1

1

1 (=1/1)

1 Operator runs 1 maschine
(One man-machine operation)

2

1

0,5 (=1/2)

1 Operator runs 2 maschines

3

1

0,33 (=1/3)

1 Operator runs 3 maschines

3

2

0,66 (=2/3)

2 Operators run 3 maschines

Table 1: Determining the value “No. of Operators”

 Note: The value "Number of operators" must always be entered.
 Note: If operators with different skills are required for a production process, enter them in 2 separate lines, specifying all necessary calculation values for the labor costs (cycle time, cycle, labor cost
rate, number of operators) as described in the previous chapters.

3.4.5.5 Setup Costs
Setup costs comprise all costs that are related to setup operations. These include all necessary activities, the total consumption of material, tools and resources, as well as tool logistics costs, start-up
costs, etc.
In a simplified view, the calculation of setup costs is based on the setup time, which includes the setuprelated downtimes of the machine and the work steps performed during this time, the machine cost
rate and the direct labor costs.
The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown calculates the setup costs per batch based on the entered production
batch size and the setup time per batch "Setup [hr]" (see Figure 27 and Figure 28)
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•

Enter the production batch size as a value or formula in the "Production batch size" field.
You determine the production batch size as follows:
Example: You produce 12.000 pc/year per 10 batches → 12.000 /10 = 1200 pieces / batch
▪ Production batch size 1200

Figure 27: Batch size and setup costs
•

Enter the setup time in the secondary table "hr. capacity calculation (for contract review)" in
the field "Setup [hr]".
▪ Setup [hr]
4

Figure 28: Setup time
The CALC4XL system calculates the setup costs per batch.

 Note: The secondary table "Hours capacity calculation (for contract review)" can be found in the
same row on the right (see also chapter 3.4.5.8).

 Note: For the production lot size in prototype construction and special productions, enter the corresponding lot size (for example, production batch size = 1).

 Note: You can overwrite the calculation formula for setup costs (see Figure 27) with an individual
value or formula. The default formula can be restored by pressing the <DEL> key on the corresponding
cell of the "Setup costs" column.

3.4.5.6 Scrap
The scrap that can be expected in the overall process is indicated as a percentage.
• Enter the percentage of scrap in the "Scrap [%]" column
▪ Scrap [%]
2%

Figure 29: Manufacturing scrap
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3.4.5.7 Adding and Calculating Your Machine
The calculation of production costs is possible with our machines. You can calculate the machine cost
rate for your machines as an individual calculation for a single process you can use the knowledge in
your CALC4XL benchmark database.
The possibilities that the CALC4XL system offers you are explained using the example of "padding".
Go to "Section 2.4" and double-click on the empty cell in the "Machine" column. The system opens the
input mask of the CALC4XL machine hour rate calculator.
•

•

To calculate the machine-hour rate with your machine, select
▪ Process group
5. Coating (…)
▪ Maschinegroup
Painting
▪ Selection
<new machine>
Enter the required values for the investment
▪ Investment
25000 EUR
▪ Installation
2000 EUR
▪ Scrap Value
0 EUR
▪ Wepr. Period
6a
Variable values and floor space
▪ Productivity
85 %
▪ Net Prod.- area.
3m²
▪ Prop. Travel Range
66 %
▪ Electricity
2 kW
▪ Maintenance
2%
Beschreibung der gewählten Maschine
▪ Source
Own Machine
▪ Name
Tamponing machine
Maschine-Parameter
▪ -

Confirm your entries with "OK". The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the calculated values
from the CALC4XL Machine Hour Rate Calculator module to the Cost Breakdown.
The CALC4XL system offers you the possibility to calculate your machines and transfer them to your
CALC4XL benchmark database. Click on "Add as a NEW machine to DB" (see Figure 30) and confirm the
dialog with "Yes" (see Figure 31).
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Figure 30: Adding your machine data

Figure 31: Confirm – New machine data
The CALC4XL system inserts the machine under the specified name into the connected CALC4XL benchmark database. The machine is then available in the machine selection under the selected process
group and machine group or can be searched for directly in the filter.

 Note: By creating your machines you save data and calculation knowledge of your company and
suppliers. Together with the material data you have created yourself (chapter 3.4.2.3) and your calculation templates (calculated default components, pre-calculated assemblies, parametric calculations;
see chapter 5.4) you gradually build up a smart knowledge database for you and your colleagues, accelerate your calculation work and do not lose any knowledge once it has been generated.
Now add the other values for calculating the production costs for this process as described in the previous chapters (see Figure 32).
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You can also use the options for manual value entry, for example
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cycle time
Operator
▪ Skill
▪ Hourly rate
No. Of Operators
Setup costs
Batch size
Scrap

0,3 min of cavatiy

(manual entry)

Unskilled worker
31,64 EUR/h
0,5
96,00 EUR/batch
1200
2%

Figure 32: Calculating production costs with your machine

3.4.5.8 Subtable „Hourly Capacity Calculation for Contraction Review“
The Subtable offers the possibility to determine individual values, which are then transferred to the
calculation in the cost breakdown.
In the secondary table "Hourly capacity calculation (for contract review)", for example, the required
capacity for the production volume is determined to depend on the shift model.

Figure 33: Subtable for hourly capacity calculation

3.4.6 Section 2.5 – Production Overheads
To calculate the production overhead, choose the basis of the production costs to which the overhead
rate is to be applied. You can choose between direct labor (% on direct labor costs) and value-added
(% on direct labor, machine and setup costs). To do so, select the basis of the production overheads in
the line "Production overheads" next to the field "Basis" in the drop-down list (see Figure 34).

Figure 34: Calculating production overheads costs
The production overhead rate for direct labor costs was transferred from the project specification to
the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown.

 Note: The CALC4XL database values refer to direct labor costs. If you select "Value Added" as the
basis for production overhead, you must manually adjust the overhead factor (field is then highlighted
in orange).
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If you need to adjust the production overhead rate, double-click on this value. The CALC4XL system
opens the "Project Specification" module. You can now change the cost rate under "OVERHEAD COSTS
- Production".
Complete the change by clicking on the "OK" button. The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the
changed overhead rate to the Cost Breakdown.

3.4.7 Section 2.6 – Scrap (Material & Production)
Section 2.6 shows the total amount of scrap costs. The total sum results from the scrap costs of the
individual items raw material (section 2.1), purchased components (section 2.3) and production (section 2.4)

Figure 35: Total of scrap

 Note: The displayed scrap costs in section 2.6 are not included in the total production costs, as these
costs are already included in the unit costs in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.

3.4.8 Section 2.7 – Overheads & Profits
3.4.8.1 Overheads
To assign the overheads & profits, first choose the basis of the overhead costs to which the overhead
rate is to be applied. You can choose between "Value Added" (value-added - % to direct labor, machine
and setup costs and production overhead) and "Manufacturing Cost" (total production costs). To do
so, select the basis of the overhead rates in the rows "Sales and Administration" and "Development &
Design" next to the "Basis" field in the drop-down list (see Figure 36).

Figure 36: Overheads
The overhead rates for sales, administration and development were automatically transferred from
the project specification to the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown.

 Note: The CALC4XL database values refer to the basis "Value Added". If you select "Manufacturing
Cost" as the basis for overhead costs, you must adjust the overhead factors manually (fields are then
highlighted in orange).
If it is necessary to change/adjust an overhead rate, double-click on this value. The CALC4XL system
opens the "Project Specification" module. You now have the option of changing the corresponding cost
rate under "OVERHEAD COSTS ".
Complete the change by clicking on the "OK" button. The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the
changed overhead rate to the Cost Breakdown.
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3.4.8.2 Special Costs
Special costs are closely related to specific products (components/assemblies). It is often difficult to
separate special production costs from special sales costs. Special manufacturing costs are e.g. patent
and license costs, costs for special tools, models, special equipment. Special sales costs are e.g. commissions, outgoing freight and customs duties, packaging, sales licenses.
A further group of special costs is special development costs, which are particularly prevalent in custom-made products. Special development costs are, for example, costs for tests, development of special devices, programming, individual approvals.
The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown offers you the possibility to enter special costs. By entering the number,
you control how many components/assemblies the special costs are to be allocated to (see Figure 37).
•

Enter costs für special charges
▪ Description
▪ Payment amount
▪ Pieces

Charges for tooling
10000 EUR
12000

Figure 37: Special costs

 Note: In "Section 4 - Tools" you can calculate the tool costs (see chapter 3.4.10).
You can then manually transfer the tool costs to the special costs.

3.4.8.3 Profits
CALC4XL Cost Breakdown provides you with two calculation bases for the profit markup. Firstly, a split
profit markup on material & purchased components and on production (that is, different profit
markups on non-value-added and value-added portions), and secondly, a total profit markup on everything (material & purchased components, total value-added and overhead).
The profit markups and overhead type were automatically transferred from the project specification
to the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown. If a change/adjustment is required, double-click on this value. The
CALC4XL system opens the "Project Specification" module. You now have the option of changing the
corresponding surcharge under "OVERHEAD COSTS".
Complete the change by clicking on the "OK" button. The CALC4XL system automatically transfers the
changed surcharge to the Cost Breakdown.
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Figure 38: Profits

3.4.9 Section 3 – Packaging & Logistics
The calculation of packaging and logistic costs is done in section 3.

3.4.9.1 Calculating Packaging Costs
The calculation of packaging costs is based on two possible types of packaging, oneway and returnable.
For the reuse of load carriers, 50 cycles are assumed as default. This value can be overwritten in the
secondary table "Number of uses crate" (in the same row to the right of the Cost Breakdown).
•

To calculate the packaging costs, enter the following
▪ Packaging type
returnable
▪ Carrier (LxBxH)
400 x 300 x 220 mm
▪ Piece / Carrier
36
▪ Costs for carrier
6,50 EUR
▪ Additional Costs
0,5 EUR
▪ Crate price
9,50 EUR

The CALC4XL system determines the load carriers per pallet (LT / pallet) based on a default pallet with
the dimensions 1200 mm x 800 mm and a stacking height of 840 mm (excl. pallet).

Figure 39: Packaging costs
You can enter the values for calculating the packaging costs for both possible packaging types "oneway" and "returnable". For the calculation "basic price with packaging" you decide by selection (see
number A in Figure 39 (white field)) which type of packaging costs will be included in the calculation.
You can choose between "one-way", "returnable" or "none".

 Note: You can manually enter an individual value for load carriers per pallet ( LT / pallet). The calculation formula LT / pallet can be restored by pressing the <DEL button on the cell.

 Note: Comparative values for storage and logistic means can be found on
http://www.kruizinga.de/
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3.4.9.2 Exkurs: Calculation Framework or Packaging Costs
Comparative values
Comparative values for storage and logistic equipment can be found at www.kruizinga.de (e.g.
https://www.kruizinga.de/stapelboxen+kunststoff/stapelbar/38-ng/neu/38-ng43-22-s/)

Figure 40: Example – Small load carrier (Quelle: kruizinga.de)
The CALC4XL system calculates the packaging costs per part/assembly depending on the packaging
type "one-way" or "returnable".
Calculation formula
•

Calculation "one-way"
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟+𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 / 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟

+

𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠/𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

= 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Figure 41: Calculating packaging costs: one-way vs. returnable
•

Calculation "returnable"
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠/𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑁𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠

•

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠

+ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠/𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 +

𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠/𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

= 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

Example calculation "returnable":
6,50 𝐸𝑈𝑅
36 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 ∗ 50 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑠

+

0,5 𝐸𝑈𝑅
36 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠

+

9,50 𝐸𝑈𝑅
36 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠/𝑙𝑐 ∗24 𝑙𝑐/𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

= 0,028 𝐸𝑈𝑅 / 𝑆𝑡ü𝑐𝑘

3.4.9.3 Calculating Logistic Costs
The term logistic costs refer to all cost items which arise when goods are moved around.
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To determine the logistic costs, change the default value "Incoterm" if necessary and then enter the
values relevant for the logistic costs.
•
•
•

Incoterm
Transport (Costs / Crate)
Packaging type

DAP
30 EUR
returnable

Attention: The type of packaging must be selected according to the information given under "Basic
price with packaging".

Figure 42: Packaging costs

 Note: If you enter additional transport costs as comparison values in the table, the CALC4XL system
will display the costs of the part/assembly for each determined transport type (Incoterm) in the "Cost
Breakdown Price Overview" section 3 "Packaging & Transport" for comparison. The main option (1) is
always included in the cost calculation.

Figure 43: Comparison of logistic costs
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Incoterms 2020 (Source: Kühne+Nagel) contains the current overview of incoterms.

Figure 44: Incoterms 2020 (Source: Kühne+Nagel)
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3.4.10 Section 4 – Investment and Tooling
In Section 4 - " Investment and Tooling " you have the option of recording tool costs and documenting
which tools are required.

Figure 45: Input investment and tooling costs

 Note: There is NO apportionment or project distribution here, as tools are usually one-off payments
and should not be included in the price per part (or assembly) overall years. How you can allocate tool
costs is described in chapter 3.4.8.2 Charges.

3.4.11 Section 5 – Productivity and Commerical Terms
For long-term agreements, this section allows you to record and document the negotiated offer price,
the annual percentage reduction of the offer price and the general conditions. Price reductions result,
for example, from savings from the continuous improvement process (CIP) or the learning curve.
The input fields are highlighted in white.

Figure 46: Long-term agreement and overview of total costs
In the total cost view of long-term agreements, the following values are calculated and shown in the
line "Total [EUR]".

▪

Basic price according to Cost Breakdown or negotiated offer price including
▪ Packaging costs
▪ All transport costs
▪ Total tooling costs
▪ Additional payments

The payment terms entered are informative and are not taken into account in the calculation.
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3.4.12 Price Overview
The price overview shows the summary of the unit cost calculation for the calculated part or assembly
according to the stored costing sheet in the cost break-down (see Figure 47).

Figure 47: Pricing Overview

That was Easy!
Congratulations on the successful calculation of an injection molded part with the CALC4XL product
cost calculation software.
Finally, you will receive an overview of a completed CALC4XL Cost Breakdown (see Figure 48: Overview
CALC4XL Sample Cost Breakdown for a part calculation).
We hope that this guide has given you an overview of the basics and possibilities of costing with the
CALC4XL product cost calculation software.
Chapters 4 and 5 contain some additional information on the functions of the CALC4XL product cost
calculation software. In "Chapter 4 Additional Functions" you will learn about some special functions
offered by the CALC4XL product cost calculation software, such as benchmarking of manufacturing
process alternatives and suppliers (Request for Quotation) including sharing CALC4XL calculations with
users without a CALC4XL license (Open Book Calculation).
The "Chapter 5 Expert Functions" contains a collection of functions to support you in advanced calculations, such as creating your calculation files and uploading files and templates into the CALC4XL database.
If you have any questions or comments, please contact info@calc4xl.com and make an appointment
for a web conference. An experienced calculator will explain all essential CALC4XL modules in detail
and discuss your specific use case.
A first introduction takes about 1.5 hours and is free of charge and without obligation.

I wish you a successful calculations

Ihr CALC4XL Team
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Figure 48: Overview CALC4XL Cost Breakdown Template for part calculation
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4 Additional Functions
Accuracy Level of Calculation
A costing accuracy calculator is integrated into the CALC4XL system to assess and document the accuracy of unit costing in the cost breakdown. The CALC4XL system determines the costing accuracy in
levels 0 (lowest accuracy) to 5 (highest accuracy).
To call up the accuracy calculator, go to section 1 in Cost Breakdown and double-click on the field to
the right of the accuracy. (see Figure 49).

Figure 49: CALC4XL Cost Breakdown - Accuracy
The CALC4XL system opens the accuracy calculator (see Figure 50)
Activate the checkboxes of the calculation parameters that apply to your calculation. The CALC4XL
system determines the degree of accuracy based on your entries. For each degree of accuracy, you
receive an estimate of the costing accuracy.
Also, the calculator and the cooperation partner receive an overview of which tasks are still open for
verification of the cost estimate.

Figure 50: Determining CALC4XL calculation accuracy level
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CALC4XL Cost Breakdown – Benchmarking and Merging Part Data
After you have completed the part/assembly calculation in the table sheet "A" of the CALC4XL Cost
Breakdown, we will familiarize you with the structure and contents of the table sheet "Summary".

4.2.1 CALC4XL Cost Breakdown "Summary"
The worksheet "Summary" contains an overview of the entire calculation of your calculated part/assembly. The summary contains the following information.

The column name corresponds to
the name of the worksheet.
Below the TOTAL p.A. column: the
overview contains the total annual costs for each category.
Sum p.A. adds the sum of all columns (components) which are
multiplied by
▪
▪
▪

No. of Parts/assemblies
Pieces per year
Currency (e.g. Euro →Dollar)

Figure 51: Calculation overview "Summary
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The sheet "Summary" offers you the possibility to combine several base object cost estimates into
one assembly cost estimate or to compare different supplier offers / calculation alternatives (benchmarks). This is explained in the following.

4.2.2 CALC4XL Cost Breakdown "Summary" – Benchmarking
The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown includes the "Copy Sheet" function (see Figure 52). This function allows
you to create and compare any number of base object cost estimates/alternatives.

Figure 52: Command "Copy Sheet"
For example, click on "Copy Sheet" and enter the current location "Hamburg" as the name. Now open
the "Project Specification" by clicking on "PROJECT SPECIFIC" in the CALC4XL menu or double-click on
a linked Excel cell such as the quantity/year "120,000" in Figure 52. Change the location (country) in
the project specification to "Germany - Bavaria". CALC4XL will now recalculate all country-specific cost
rates (machinery, wages) in Worksheet A. (You may need to adjust the transport costs in the Cost
Breakdown in Section 3) Click on "Copy Sheet" again and now enter "Munich" as the name.
Then you can compare the different calculations in the worksheet "Summary" (see Figure 53: Calculation overview "Summary" - Benchmark). To do this, select the calculation you want to compare in the
"Summary" worksheet in the "Summary" row in the respective column. Here, for example, the question for Best Cost Country would be.

 Note: You can also compare different supplier offers in this way. To do this, load the supplier cost
breakdowns into the Excel file and compare them in the "Summary" worksheet (see also Chapter 4.3
Making Cost Breakdowns available externally).

 Note: You can also compare costing alternatives (such as different manufacturing process technologies). For example, change the process steps in "Section 2.4 Production" in Cost Breakdown, save the
different variants using "Copy Sheet" and compare them in the "Summary" worksheet.

 Note: Calculation including the CALC4XL modules is only possible in worksheet "A". If you want to
access the CALC4XL modules in the other worksheets as well, you must link them separately (see Chapter 5.2.2 Linking Excel cells with CALC4XL modules).
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Figure 53: Calculation overview "Summary" - Benchmarking
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4.2.3 CALC4XL Cost Breakdown "Summary" – Merging Part Data
If you calculate different components/assemblies per worksheet in CALC4XL Cost Breakdown, you can
combine them into one assembly in the "Summary" worksheet.
To do this, select the components to be combined in the first row of the "Summary" worksheet, and
the number of parts that make up the assembly in row 2.
The Summary column then displays the total cost of the assembled assembly.
The column name corresponds
to the name of the worksheet
of the calculated part.
Sum p.A. adds the sum of
all columns (components)
which are multiplied by
▪
▪

Pieces per year
If required currency exchange (e.g. Euro →
Dollar)

Below the TOTAL p. A. column:
the overview contains the total
annual costs for each category.
Figure 54: Calculation overview "Summary"

 Note: To calculate complex assemblies, we recommend the CALC4XL costing template Super-BOM
or MultiBOM. Here you can cost assemblies of any complexity, including supply chain management.

Figure 55: CALC4XL Super-BOM and CALC4XL MultiBOM
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Providing the Cost Breakdown externally
You can use the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown (and any other Excel file created with CALC4XL) with any
part that uses Microsoft Excel, even if that person does not own a CALC4XL license. This way you can
make completed Cost Breakdowns available to your customer/cooperation partner (Open Book calculation). You can also send empty Cost Breakdowns to your supplier, so that he can create an offer for
you on this basis and you can benchmark these offers against each other as described in chapter 4.2.2
(Request for Quotation).

4.3.1 Exchanging the Cost Breakdown with CALC4XL Fullversion Users
Any partner who has a full license of CALC4XL can cooperate with you and view the calculations in his
Microsoft Excel application. If you also provide the partner with the admin password of your calculation file (see Chapter 3.3, Figure 9: Calculation data - Password protection), the partner can also modify
the file.
The full version of the product cost calculation software including a free trial license can be found in
the download area of the CALC4XL website https://www.CALC4XL.com/downloads/files-de/.
When opening the CALC4XL calculation file, you may need to activate the macros ("Enable contents").
CALC4XL will also ask you for your CALC4XL benchmark database when opening the CALC4XL calculation file.

Figure 56: No Connection to CALC4XL Benchmark Database
Confirm with OK and select your CALC4XL benchmark database in the pop-up file explorer. This is delivered with the CALC4XL installation file and has the name "calc4xl_benchmarkDB_<yyyy_mm_dd>.accdb".

4.3.2 Providing the Cost Breakdown for None-CALC4XL Fullversion Users
The CALC4XL system allows you to provide cost breakdowns or other calculation files calculated with
the CALC4XL product cost calculation software to partners without a CALC4XL full version.

4.3.2.1 Read-Only File
If you send the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown to an external partner without a CALC4XL full license, they
can open and view the file in Microsoft Excel. The partner cannot open the CALC4XL modules or make
any changes to the file. This way of providing a CALC4XL calculation file is always possible.
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4.3.2.2 File with Editing Permission
You can also prepare the CALC4XL calculation file so that the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown remains fully
functional and a partner can edit the file even without a CALC4XL full license. This will delete all
CALC4XL modules, remove the connection to the CALC4XL database and prepare the file as a normal
Excel file (with macros). Any partner can open and modify this file in Microsoft Excel (unless you assign
Excel sheet protection to the file).
To do this, save all changes to your cost breakdowns. Go to the menu item "C4XL file data" and select
"Prepare current file for users WITHOUT CALC4XL full version".

Figure 57: Prepare the Cost Breakdown externally for users without Full Version
While the CALC4XL system creates a version of the Excel file for users without a CALC4XL full version,
the CALC4XL system performs some queries (Figure 58, Figure 59 and Figure 60):
Confirm the creation of a new file with "Yes". You will then be asked whether you want to delete the
project specification values in the Excel file. This only makes sense if you want to generate an empty
Cost Breakdown for an external partner without a CALC4XL full license. Confirm with "Yes" if you wish
to do so. Confirm with "No" to keep the values of the project specification:

Figure 58: Preparing Excel-File for users without CALC4XL Fullversion (Step 1)

Figure 59: Preparing Excel-File for users without CALC4XL Fullversion (Step 2)
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The CALC4XL system has now created a version of the Excel file that allows users without a full version
of CALC4XL to view, understand and make changes to the calculation in Microsoft Excel (e.g.
calc4xl_Application
Example_-_Cost_Breakdown_(CBD)_Injection
Molding_forUserWithoutcalc4xl.xlsm). Access to the CALC4XL database and CALC4XL modules is of course not possible without
a CALC4XL full license.

Figure 60: Preparing Excel-File for users without CALC4XL Fullversion (Step 3)

 Note: A free CALC4XL Mini-AddIn is required to edit a cost breakdown created with the CALC4XL
system. To execute this CALC4XL Mini-AddIn, the user will be prompted when opening the prepared
Excel file.

4.3.3 Open CALC4XL Calculation without Fullversion
Open a CALC4XL original file (not prepared for users without CALC4XL full version)
To edit a CALC4XL original calculation, you always need a full version of the CALC4XL product cost
calculation software. The full version of the product cost calculation software including a free trial
license can be found in the download area of the CALC4XL website www.calc4xl.com/downloads/filesde/.
If you open a CALC4XL original file without a CALC4XL full license, you will receive a warning message:

Figure 61: Message - File unprepared for users without CALC4XL Fullversion
As described in the warning notice, the CALC4XL system offers the possibility of generating an Excel
version for users without a full version of the CALC4XL product cost calculation software (see section
4.3.2.2).
However, if you try to edit the field contents of the original CALC4XL file without the full version of
CALC4XL, a pop-up window will open with the following message:
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Figure 62: Message - Unauthorized access to a file
After confirming with "OK" or after closing the pop-up window via, the CALC4XL system closes the
calculation file.
Open a CALC4XL Cost Breakdown prepared for users without CALC4XL full version
If you open an Excel calculation that was created with the CALC4XL system and prepared for users
without CALC4XL Full Version (Chapter 4.3.2 Preparing Cost Breakdown for Users without CALC4XL Full
Version), then you have full write access to the Excel file. Please activate the macros in the Excel file if
Microsoft Excel asks you to do so ("Activate contents").
If you have not installed a CALC4XL full version, you will be prompted to install a CALC4XL Mini-AddIn:

Figure 63: Mini-AddIn installation request
Please confirm with "Yes". The Mini-AddIn, which only has the inherent functions of a reduced CALC4XL
Cost Breakdown, allows you to access the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown that you received from a user with
a full version of CALC4XL.
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Figure 64: Setting the file location for CALC4XL Mini-AddIn
You are prompted to save the installation files in a folder on your computer. Select a local folder to
which you have full read and write access, such as your desktop.
Then follow the installation instructions. The Mini-AddIn can also be downloaded from
www.CALC4XL.com/downloads/files-de/. Here you will also find a file that will help you with installation problems. We will also be happy to assist you with your installation free of charge. Simply send us
an e-mail to info@calc4xl.com.

Summary of CALC4XL Cost Breakdown
4.4.1 CALC4XL Cost Breakdown – Benefit
Using the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown offers the following benefits:
1. Comparison of different calculations

▪
▪
▪

Best Cost Country Calculation
Technology simulation
Comparison of variants…

2. Combining all components of an assembly (see also Figure 51)

4.4.2 CALC4XL Cost Breakdown – Advantages
With your CALC4XL Cost Breakdown you can determine the cost drivers of the product. CALC4XL
benchmark data helps you to assess whether the prices offered are in line with the market. In difficult
price negotiations, CALC4XL Cost Breakdown allows you to have the negotiating partner explain the
cost structure of the offer in detail. The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown and the CALC4XL benchmark data
provide you with a good starting position for negotiations at eye level with your negotiating partner.
The advantages of CALC4XL Cost Breakdown at a glance
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Additional Functions

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

All significant cost information transparent arranged in one file
Number of lines per category is customizable
Partial illustration facilitates allocation and traceability
Includes all overhead costs factors
End totals can be displayed according to the number of pieces ( /pc, /10, /100 or, /1000 )
Variable, vendor-specific calculation of overheads (overhead costs) possible
- Various display options for delivery locations, packaging & transport options, incoterms
Subtables as an aid to understanding
Global benchmark data
Calculation of the machine hour rate, wage rates, material costs
Calculation of the cycle times
Calculation of the processing capacity
Incl. terms of business
Price overview
Summary with comparison overview for several components or cost variants
Merging of components into assemblies
And all this in the familiar Excel environment, integrated into your software landscape
Exchange with any Excel user
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5 Expert Functions
The CALC4XL product cost calculation software provides expert functions as default, enabling you to
create an individual calculation environment specifically adapted to your company.

Currencies
5.1.1 Currency Change
Each calculation with the CALC4XL system is carried out in the set default currency (see also section
2.3 Defining the CALC4XL Default Currency). Nevertheless, it may be necessary to carry out cost estimates in other currencies.
Click on the drop-down list next to the "Currency" menu item (see step 1 of Figure 65).
The CALC4XL system opens the currency list. Select the desired currency from the drop-down list (see
step 2 of Figure 65).

Figure 65: Currency change
Once you have made your selection, the CALC4XL system will open a pop-up window with information
on which currency-dependent expenses will be recalculated. Please note that hard entered cost rates
in CALC4XL Cost Breakdown must be manually changed to the new currency. This concerns
•
•
•

Tooling maintenance
Tooling costs
Packaging and transport
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Figure 66: Message - Currency change
Confirm the message with "Yes" so that the changes in Cost Breakdown take effect.
A currency converter is integrated into the CALC4XL system. The CALC4XL system recalculates the values in Cost Breakdown using the exchange rate currently stored. To find out where you can view and,
if necessary, adjust the currently stored exchange rate, see Chapter 5.1.2 Currency Calculator.

Figure 67: Currency change in Cost Breakdown

 Note: The currency changeover in the Cost Breakdown only affects the current calculation (worksheet "A"). The currency changeover in Cost Breakdown does not affect copied cost estimates ("Copy
Sheet" function).

 Note: Do not change the CALC4XL default currency during the currency changeover in Cost Breakdown. If it is necessary to change the currency for one or more cost estimates, the CALC4XL team
recommends that you consider whether the default currency is set correctly in this case. You change
the default currency as described in section 2.3 CALC4XL Setting the Default Currency.

5.1.2 Currency Calculator
A currency converter is integrated into the CALC4XL system. The CALC4XL benchmark database contains an exchange rate table.
The CALC4XL system allows you to view and/or edit the exchange rates with your exchange rate values.
Click on next to the "Currency" menu item

(see step 1 of Figure 68).
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The CALC4XL system opens the currency converter in a pop-up window. Select the desired exchange
rate from the drop-down list (see step 2 of Figure 68).

Figure 68: Currency calculator - Choose the exchange rate
The CALC4XL system displays the exchange rate, source and date of the exchange rate.

Figure 69: Currency calculator - Showing exchange rate
To edit the exchange rate, click on "Edit" and enter the required data. Confirm the new exchange rate
by clicking on "Add to database" (green field in Figure 70). The new exchange rate has now been transferred to the CALC4XL benchmark database as the current value.
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Figure 70: Currency calculator - Editing exchange rate

Connecting your Excel Files to the CALC4XL System
The CALC4XL system offers you not only the possibility of using CALC4XL calculation templates such as
the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown for your calculations but also of linking your Cost Breakdown or an Excel
file with the CALC4XL modules

5.2.1 Activating CALC4XL Modules in separate Excel Files
Start Microsoft Excel and open your own Excel file (e.g. your cost break-down).
If you have not already done so, connect a default CALC4XL benchmark database (see section 2.2.2
Connect Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database) and then set the default currency (see section 2.3 Set
CALC4XL Default Currency).
To connect the CALC4XL modules to your Excel file, you must be logged on to the CALC4XL system as
a user. The CALC4XL system does not activate the CALC4XL modules for use until a user is logged in.
To do this, select a user from the existing list or create a new user. You can assign a password. This is
not a mandatory entry in the CALC4XL system.

Figure 71: User login and unlock CALC4XL-Modules
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If a user is registered with the CALC4XL system, the CALC4XL modules are available to you in their full
scope.
If no project specification has been made (module CALC4XL Project Specification), the modules
CALC4XL Machine-hour Rate Calculator and CALC4XL Wage Hourly Rate Calculator are locked for use,
because these two modules require the country-specific data of the CALC4XL Project Specification
module for calculation (see also section 3.3 Project Specification).
Open the project specification by clicking on "Project Special" in the CALC4XL
menu. Select the required data in the yellow marked fields in the CALC4XL Project Specification module
and confirm your entries with "OK". The CALC4XL system then activates the CALC4XL machine-hour
rate calculator and CALC4XL wage hourly rate calculator modules for use.

Figure 72: Linkin CALC4XL-Modules
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5.2.2 Linking Excel Cells with CALC4XL Modules
The CALC4XL system offers you the possibility to connect the results (e.g. cost rates) of the integrated
CALC4XL calculators with Excel cells of your own Excel file. Also, you can link fields in the input mask
of the integrated CALC4XL calculators with Excel cells in your Excel file.

5.2.2.1 Linking Main Output Values of CALC4XL Modules with Excel Cells
Select the Excel cell of your file in which the calculation result of the selected CALC4XL module should
be written. Select a CALC4XL module from the CALC4XL menu and click on it, e.g:
When you start a CALC4XL module that delivers a calculation result, the CALC4XL system opens a popup window. If you want to link the calculation result of this CALC4XL module to the currently selected
cell, confirm the query with "Yes".

Figure 73: Linking calculation output to Excel cells
In the future, the CALC4XL system will write the calculation result of this CALC4XL module into this
cell.
If you confirm with "No" in Figure 73, you still have the option of transferring data from the CALC4XL
module to Excel cells, as described in the following chapter.

Figure 74: Linked Excel cells with calculation output
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5.2.2.2 Connecting any Values of a CALC4XL Module to Excel Cells
Open a CALC4XL module, e.g. select a CALC4XL module in the CALC4XL menu and click on it. We select
exemplarily
The CALC4XL system opens the input mask of the CALC4XL module.
Now click on "connect Excel cell".

Figure 75: Mode "Connecting input with Excel cells" activated
The CALC4XL system activates the mode that allows you to link a field content marked with "click me"
to any Excel cell.
Select a field and click on it (click on "click me"). The CALC4XL system opens a pop-up window and asks
you to select the Excel cell to be linked to the field content. To do this, click in any Excel cell in your
Excel file, or select "Link current Excel cell" in the pop-up window to link the currently active Excel cell
in your Excel file.

Figure 76: Connecting input with Excel cell
In the future, the CALC4XL system will write the value of this CALC4XL module into the selected Excel
cell. If the selected Excel cell is already linked to another CALC4XL value, the CALC4XL system will inform you. It is not possible to overwrite this Excel cell.
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In this way, you can connect your own Excel files to the CALC4XL system. Once you have done this
once, you can also upload your Excel file into the CALC4XL benchmark database and use it as a default
template in the future (see Chapter 5.4 Uploading Files into the CALC4XL Benchmark Database).

Customizing CALC4XL Cost Breakdown
The CALC4XL Cost Breakdown is a regular Excel file that you can customize as you wish. You can, for
example, insert your logo and corporate identity colors, change formulas according to your calculation
scheme, add columns and rows, add reports, evaluation charts, and other spreadsheets, and everything else Excel offers you. Besides, you can link CALC4XL modules into additional Excel cells and add
to them (see section 5.2.2 Linking Excel cells with CALC4XL modules).
You can then upload such a customized Cost Breakdown as your default calculation template (see
Chapter 5.4 Uploading files to the CALC4XL benchmark database) into the CALC4XL benchmark database so that you and your colleagues will always have your company calculation template available in
the future.

Uploading Files to the CALC4XL Benchmark Database
You can upload any files to the CALC4XL benchmark database. This makes these files available to any
user who has access to the database. This allows you to centrally store current calculation templates,
part calculations, company documents and expert knowledge in the CALC4XL benchmark database and
make them available to all employees.

5.4.1 Creating your Calculation Template and Precalculated Parts
You can upload your own CALC4XL Excel files to the CALC4XL database. This can be useful if, for example
•
•
•
•
•

You have created your own costing templates (own costing templates) as described in Chapter
5.2 (Connecting Your Own Excel Files to the CALC4XL System) and Chapter 5.3 (Adjusting /
Customizing CALC4XL Cost Breakdown)
You have calculated a default part in CALC4XL Cost Breakdown (precalculated parts), which
you want to reuse later (parameterized calculation)
You have calculated a default assembly in the CALC4XL Super-BOM (precalculated parts),
which you want to reuse later (parameterized calculation)
You want to predefine values in a costing template so that you do not have to enter them again
each time (such as scrap rates, overhead rates, manufacturing process steps, machine hour
rates, and so on).
…

In this way you can store knowledge about default values of your company and suppliers, default parts
and calculation schemes in the CALC4XL database and build a smart knowledge domain for you and
your colleagues. Together with the machines and materials you have created yourself (see chapter
3.4.2.3 Creating your own materials and 3.4.5.7 "Calculating and creating your own machine"), you will
gradually map more and more calculation knowledge about your company and your suppliers, accelerate your calculation work and no longer lose knowledge once it has been generated.
To upload (CALC4XL) Excel files, first open them in Microsoft Excel. Save any changes to the file. In the
CALC4XL menu, click on Templates and then on "Current Workbook".
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Figure 77: Upload template (Step 1)
A dialog box opens in which you have various options (see Figure 78).
First enter the name of the Excel file, your name and a description of the file in Figure 78 under point
1.
Under point 2 in Figure 78 you have the option of resetting the password for the file administrator. If
you select this field, you can later assign a new password to the file each time the file is downloaded
from the CALC4XL database (write-protection). You can also choose whether the Excel file should automatically be displayed in the default currency of the current user.

Figure 78: Upload template (Step 2)
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Finally, under point 3 of Figure 78, you have the option of resetting all CALC4XL computers. This resets
all contents of the CALC4XL modules used and enters default values (usually the value 0) in the linked
Excel cells. This is the right choice for new calculation templates whose input values should be empty.
For example, for precalculated parts whose calculations you want to keep in the database, deactivate
these checkboxes.
Confirm your selection with OK (point 4 in Figure 78). The file will now be transferred to the CALC4XL
Benchmark database and then closed.

Figure 79: Upload template (Step 3)
The Excel file is now available as a template in the CALC4XL database. If you click on Templates in the
CALC4XL menu, you will see your template in the drop-down list:

5.4.2 Uploading any Files to the CALC4XL Benchmark Database
In addition to (CALC4XL) Excel files, you can also upload any other files into the CALC4XL bench-mark
database, e.g. PPTs, PDFs, Word documents, etc. In this way, you can make additional company templates and knowledge available centrally via the CALC4XL database. Batch files (.BAT files), which start
software products such as your computer's CAD system, can also be stored here and started with a
click.
We upload a PowerPoint file as an example. To do this, click on "Templates" in the CALC4XL menu and
then on "bel. File from hard disk".

Figure 80: Your template in the CALC4XL Benchmark Database
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Figure 81: Uploading any file (Step 1)

The Windows file explorer opens. Select a file and confirm with "Open". The CALC4XL dialog box for
uploading a file pops up (see Figure 83).

Figure 82: Uploading any file (Step 2)
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Figure 83: Uploading any file (Step 3)
The file is now in the CALC4XL benchmark database and can be used by any user who has access to the
database. If you click on Templates in the CALC4XL menu, you will find the new file in the drop-down
list.

Figure 84: Your file in the CALC4XL Benchmark Database
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6 Connecting the Benchmark Database to the CALC4XL System
Connecting the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database
Before you start working, we recommend that you connect a default CALC4XL benchmark database to
your CALC4XL system. CALC4XL will then automatically connect you to this database in the future unless you explicitly connect to another database or have already selected one.
You will find the CALC4XL database "CALC4XL_benchmarkDB_<yyyy_mm_dd>.accdb" in the database
directory. (e.g. \\CALC4XL\CALC4XL_fullVersion_2019_08_22\database).
Note: You can move the database to any location, i.e. locally on your computer, on a server or another
cloud system (e.g. SharePoint). However, make sure that you have read AND write access to the folder
where the Bench-mark database is stored.
Open Microsoft Excel and start with an "Empty workbook". Go to the CALC4XL tab (number A in Figure
85). Select your language if this has not been done automatically (number B in Figure 85). Follow steps
1-5 in Figure 85 to connect the default CALC4XL benchmark database to the CALC4XL system.

 Note: If necessary, expand the Excel menu (function Ctrl+F1).

Figure 85: Steps to connect the CALC4XL Benchmark Database
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In the end, you will receive a message which you confirm with "OK".

Figure 86: Message – Connecting the Default CALC4XL Benchmark Database

Connecting a Benchmark Database
If you do not want to define a default CALC4XL benchmark database as described in section 6.1, you
can manually connect a CALC4XL benchmark database each time you want to use CALC4XL.
To connect a benchmark database to the CALC4XL system, the benchmark database to be connected
must first be stored in any folder in the file directory. Make sure that you have read AND write access
to the folder where the benchmark database is stored.
Open Microsoft Excel and start with any workbook or an "empty workbook". Go to the CALC4XL tab
(number A in Figure 87). Select the menu item "Binding Cost DB on" (see step 1 in Figure 87) and then
the location of the benchmark database to be bound. Connect the benchmark database to your
CALC4XL system by double-clicking on the selected file, or confirming the selection with "Open".

Figure 87: Connecting a Benchmark Database
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Editing the Benchmark Database
The CALC4XL system offers you the possibility to explicitly change the benchmark database for each
Excel file. This is necessary, for example, if you want to calculate your calculation with a new, updated
benchmark database. Another use case is if you want to run a benchmark over several suppliers and
you use a separate benchmark database for each supplier.
To change the benchmark database connected to the CALC4XL system, the benchmark database to be
connected must be stored in any folder in the file directory. Make sure that you have read AND write
access to the folder where the benchmark database is stored.
Open Microsoft Excel and start with any workbook or a "blank workbook". Go to the CALC4XL tab
(number A in Figure 89). Before you change the benchmark database, you can display which benchmark database your CALC4XL system is currently connected to in the menu item "Database Actions"
(see Figure 88).

Figure 88: Notification - Connected Database
To change the benchmark database, select the menu item "Change cost DB" (see step 1 in Figure 89)
and then the location of the benchmark database to be connected. The benchmark database can be
connected to the CALC4XL system by double-clicking on the selected file or confirming the selection
with "Open".

Figure 89: Editing Database
If the open Excel file is a CALC4XL calculation file when a new CALC4XL benchmark database is connected, all CALC4XL modules are recalculated and the current overhead rates, country data, machine
hour rates, wages, and material prices are used in the calculation file. If you have previously saved the
Excel file as a copy or clicked on "Copy Sheet" in the CALC4XL Cost Breakdown (see section 4.2.2
CALC4XL Cost Breakdown "Summary" - Benchmarks), you can directly compare cost changes based on
updated benchmark data.
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Glossary
The glossary contains abbreviations and terms used in the documents of CALC4XL GmbH. In addition,
the glossary can be expanded to include terms used in customer-specific documents.

Abkürzung

Begriff

CBD

Cost Breakdown

Stk

Stück

BT

Bauteile

UoM

Unit of Measure

kN

Kilo-Newton

Begriffserklärung

Preis pro Einheit

Max. Schließkraft

Die maximale Schließkraft ist die Kraft, mit der das Werkzeug zusammengedrückt wird [in kN]

(Fertigungs-)Sonderkosten

auch: Sonderkosten der Fertigung, Sondereinzelkosten
der Fertigung
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Icons
Icon

Bedeutung
Benchmark Database is not connected

Default Benchmark Database is selected and connected

Individual Benchmark Database is connected
Default Benchmark Database is selected

Individual Benchmark Database is connected
Default Benchmark Database is selected

Notice for value Input
e.g. Max. wall thickness

Recommended default value, editing by overwriting
Click for locking the cell and recover the default value
Tooltip opens a visual explanation
e.g. projected area
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